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Abstract. Worldwide secondary payload launch capabilities and future opportunities have been studied at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) as a part of planning future microspacecraft missions. Launch vehicles which have
been identified as having near-term secondary payload opportunities for launching microspacecraft include; Delta II,
Ariane 5, Atlas II - Centaur, Space Shuttle, Pegasus, Taurus, HIIA, Molniya, Proton, and Cosmos. Interface
requirements and contact information have been identified for these. The secondary payload launch capabilities are
summarized and missions which have been proposed or are currently under study are described for some of these
opportunities. Several types of microspacecraft missions can be accomplished with secondary payloads. We have
studied several mission concepts at JPL including advanced technology demonstration platforms, a constellation of
climate monitoring microspacecraft, low-cost university technology demonstration platforms, a Medium Earth Orbit
(MEO) technology validation platform, and the use of Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) for deep space
trajectory missions.

Backeround
If a specific launch vehicle is not included in this
paper, it is not to say that a secondary payload
capability does not exist on that vehicle. Information
may not have been available at the time of this
writing, or the possibility may have just been
overlooked. Not all developmental launch vehicles
have been included either.

Data presented in this paper have been taken from
contractor sources, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC) Orbital Launch Services (OLS), NASA
Lewis Research Center Launch Systems and
Transportation Projects Office, public media
documentation, presentations, internet sources, past
and
personal
secondary payload examples,
communications. Data are current as of July 1997.

All NASA or NASA-sponsored launches must be
procured from the United States private sector to the
maximum extent feasible consistent with U.S. law
and national policy2. Launch services can be procured
through the DoD when comparable services are not
available commercially. Special circumstances for
"missions of opportunity" may exist for allowing the
procurement of a foreign launch vehicle.
This
process is conducted on a case-by-case basis, through
an inter-agency process, and can be eased if the
program is a joint effort with a foreign partner. For
this reason, foreign launch vehicles are also covered
in this paper.

This paper is the summary of a JPL documene that
has been assembled due to a growing interest among
NASA centers in the availability and use of low-cost
secondary payload launch opportunities.
These
secondary payload spacecraft can be developed through
partnerships with universities and industry to be used
as low-cost flight 'validation missions of advanced
technologies that can lead toward more advanced
primary and secondary payload microspacecraft for
future missions.
1
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propellant for orbital maneuvers, and so secondary
payload launches could be restrictive for some
applications.

The OLS Project, at GSFC, is responsible for the
delivery of NASA or NASA-sponsored primary aOO
secondary scientific payloads into orbit utilizing
small- and medium-class expendable launch vehicles
(Delta II, Med-Lite Delta, Pegasus, and Taurus).
NASA Lewis Launch Systems and Transportation
Projects Office is in charge of ELV improvement
activities and with interfacing to launch vehicles
including the Atlas variations and the Lockheed
Martin Launch Vehicle (LMLV).

Secondary payloads are typically launched inert (not
powered), and are then activated on deployment using
a separation switch. For safety reasons, the downlink
can often only be switched on when the distance
between the secondary payload and the primary
payload is sufficient, requiring several minutes to
hours. Deployment from the launcher is frequently
achieved by a mechanical spring, which is released by
pyrotechnic devices, commonly referred to as 'pyros'.
The spring imparts a small velocity on the payloads
in the range 0.3 to 3 mls. When multiple secondary
payloads are deployed, the velocities are chosen to
ensure the payloads will drift and stay apart. On
some launches, an upper stage of the launch vehicle
will perform orbit or attitude changes for this reason,
between deployment of payloads. Many secondary
payloads have remained attached rigidly or with a
tether to the second or third stage of the launch
vehicle by design.

This paper is not intended to be the authoritative
source for detailed launch vehicle performance,
interface data, or selection. The appropriate contractor
and NASA official must be consulted for authoritative
specifications to meet specific requirements.

Introduction
Many small satellites have been launched piggyback
fashion in conjunction with the larger primary
payloads. Traditionally liquid propellant and solid
rocket boosters are added to a launcher in fixed
increments until the required lift capability is
exceeded, providing a fixed mass margin in excess of
what the specific mission requires. Small payloads
can be included making effective use of this mass
margin, often providing a very cost effective route
into orbit. However, the main drawback to being a
secondary payload on a launcher is that the orbital
injection point is determined by the primary payload.
Small payloads have limited scope for carrying

Envelopes available for secondary payloads are
generally defined on a case by case basis. Table 1
shows launch vehicles covered in this paper which
can be considered for secondary payload launches.
The secondary payload volumes shown in this paper
are volumes which the manufacturer may be able to
make available, contingent on detailed coordination
with the launch vehicle manufacturer, primary
payload customer, and launch coordinator. Many of

I lies
Ta hi e 1 : Summary 0 r Seeond ary P ayJoa
I d L aune h C apahTt"
Secondary
Secondary
Future
Approximate Secondaries
Standard
Mass
Secondary
Cost ($M) Launched to Secondaries Payload User's
Capability (kg) Envelope (mm)
Guide
Manifested
Date
Atlas II-Centaur
20
I
No
I
400 x 400 x 400
0
Ariane 4
Yes
50
I
450 x 450 x 450
26
1.2
Yes
100
0
600 x 600 x 800
2
0
35
1
No
600 x 600 x 600
3
0.7-2.0
Yes
65
300 x 300 x 300
2-4
22
3
50
Yes
500 x 500 x 500
Unknown
I
0
Molniya
50 - 150
No
4
Info not
800 x 760 dia.
0.4
available
Pegasus
Info not
30 - 50
No
4
460 x 400 dia.
5
available
Proton
Info not
No
Info not available
Info not
Info not
Info not
available
available
available
available
Shuttle Hitchhiker
68
520 x 480 dia.
17
Yes
< 0.05
81
I GAS
(including 4 (including 5
deployed)
deployable)

Vehicle

i

Taurus

90

1300 x 1300 dia

0

6

Info not
available

No
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the options listed here have only been considered on a
conceptual level.
In all cases, if the secondary
payload is detennined to be detrimental to the primary
mission, it could be bumped off of the launch, and a
dummy mass or no mass at all would fly in its place.
All secondary payload integration costs incurred to
that point would still need to be covered by the
secondary payload provider unless an alternate
agreement had been worked out beforehand.

gas. Total second stage operational capability is
limited to about 7000 seconds from liftoff unless
nonstandard modifications provide longer lifetime.
The residual fuel in the second stage may be
employed to transfer the secondary payload to another
orbit, using one or two engine burns. The extent of
the orbit change achievable via these burns is
dependent on the primary payload performance
margin. If control gas margin is available, the second
stage could also perform a roll-up or attitude
adjustment maneuver to provide attitude stability for
a limited time after the depletion burn.

Delta II
The McDonnell Douglas Delta II Launch Vehicle has
a long history of launching secondary payloads. They
have all been attached to space available between the
Delta second stage and the fairing (Figure 1) in
different configurations, depending on the fairing size,
the Payload Attach Fitting (P AF) used for the
mission, and whether it is a two-stage or three-stage
mISSIOn. Many secondary payloads have remained

On a three-stage mission, typically to GTO, the first
second-stage burn places the primary satellite in a
parking orbit of 185 km altitude and 28.7°
inclination. The second second-stage burn then
occurs once the assembly coasts near the equator. At
this point, the third stage is spun-up, the second stage

Secondary
Payload
Volume

Secondary
Payload

~
Figure 1: Delta II Secondary Payload Envelope
and spintable are separated from the stack (made up of
the third stage, kick motor, and payload), and the third
stage burns to place the primary payload in GTO.
The second stage orbit resulting from the restart burn
is typically a fairly low eccentric orbit, with apogee
depending on the amount of propellant required for the
primary mission.

attached to, or been tethered to the second stage.
There is a Delta Launch Vehicle Secondary Payload
Planner's Guide for NASA Missions 3 which is
published by the Orbital Launch Services (OLS)
Project at Goddard Space Flight Center. This guide
gives detailed information on all procedures,
configurations, interfaces, and documentation. An
attempt is m3;de here to briefly summarize this
information, but the Payload Planner's Guide should
be used as a single-source reference for planning a
mission.

The standard secondary payload interfaces for the Delta
are shown below (options do exist for a secondary
payload weighing up to 65 kg which are not presented
here).

Separating Payload

On a two-stage mission to LEO, the main engine
burns, then the second stage engine burns twice to
put the primary satellite into its required circular
orbit. After the primary spacecraft separation, the
second stage performs an evasive maneuver to
increase its distance from the spacecraft. A free-flying
secondary payload must then be separated prior to
7000 seconds elapsed mission time, at which time the
second stage does a final depletion burn to remove all
propellants and to decrease its orbital lifetime. An
attached secondary payload requiring second stage
power and/or avionics support is limited in mission
duration by the life of the stage batteries and control

Mass:

::;; 29.5 kg
Mounted on spacecraft provided adapter
No protrusions below separation plane
(No balance mass required)
Volume: 305 mm wide x 405 mm high x
305 mm radial
cg < 100 mm from separation plane
100Hz minimum modal frequency
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Non-separating Payload

fairing size mISSIOns. The Delta Launch Vehicle
Secondary Payload Planner's Guide for NASA
Missions 4 should be consulted for details.

Mass:

$; 34 kg
Two boxes mounted 180° apart in place
of separating pay load
Provision for interface package wire harness
Volume: 330 mm wide x 505 mm high x
365 mm radial
cg < 150 mm from separation plane
100 Hz minimum modal frequency
(verified by sine sweep)
100Hz minimum modal frequency

The interface for Delta secondary payloads consists of
the Payload Adapter Assembly (PAA) fastened to the
Payload Attach Fitting (PAF) by a two-piece v-block
type clamp assembly which is secured by two studs.
The clamp band is approximately 24 cm in diameter.
The support structure, clamp bands, and separation
systems for secondary payloads are provided by
McDonnell Douglas.
Spacecraft separation occurs by actuation of ordnance
cutters that sever the two studs. Clamp assembly
design is such that cutting either stud will permit
spacecraft separation. A relative separation velocity
of about 0.6 to 2.4 m/s is imparted to the secondary
payload by four separation springs.

A JPL proposed mission concept for use on a Delta II
secondary payload launch is MEOsat. This is a
mission which would launch a microspacecraft into
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) with one of the GPS
Block IIR replacement satellites, launched on a callup basis, expected to launch an average of twice per
year after early 1998. The GPS launches go into a
37° inclination, 1125 x 190 km orbit.

Any electrical power or telemetry support required of
the secondary payload is separate from primary
payload support systems. The power is supplied for
separation of the clamp band with a 1 amp-hour
battery. Secondary payloads should plan on providing
their own power within the defined envelopes, but
provisions could be made for an additional 1 to 5
amp-hour battery attached to the separation system for
this purpose. After mating to the launch vehicle,
monitoring or trickle charging of the battery is
allowed through an existing fairing door with payload
provided drag-on cables. This is allowed up to 6 days
before launch, but could possibly be accommodated
later, if required.

MEOsat would use the Delta II second stage depletion
bum to get to a 400 x 4000 km orbit at 37°
inclination, with apogee in a high radiation region of
the Earth's radiation belts.
This would be a
technology validation platform for government and
industry to test high radiation tolerant subsystems and
components for use on future missions.
The MEOsat launch configuration, which is typical
for a Delta II three stage mission, is shown in Figure
2 (side view and top view).
There are subtle
differences in the envelope for two stage and different
STA 459.3

--+____...,.
ACOUSTIC
BLANKET 2.50
THICK IN

,.Ji.!;j,1Qi,\;\~'!;-*"'<TFLIGHT
FAIRING

011
,~;:.:;!tll-+

OPTIONAL
PLUME
SHIELD

CLINTERFACE
ADAPTER

,

I~H"""U
I

I

SECTION c·c TYP
FOR SPIN TABLE
AND ALL PAF'S

R45.50---~LL_l

--I

H4f.4l;1 _ _ _

Side

Top
(Dimensions in Inches)
Figure 2: Delta II Secondary Payload Interface (Three Stage Mission, MEOsat Example)
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Table 2: Delta II Secondary Payload History
Mission

Secondary
Payload
ITS-l (lliTR)
PIONEER-C
CAL-NCE
GEOS-B
CAL-NCE
ITS-2 (TETR)
PIONEER-D
OSO-G
PAC-t
TIROS-M
OSCAR-5
OSO-H
lliTR4
ITOS-D
OSCAR-6
OSCAR-7
ITOS-G
INTASAT
LANDSAT-C
OSCAR-8
PIX
NIMBUS-G
CAMEO
SME
UOSAT-l
IRAS
PIX II
LANDSAT-D
UOSAT-2
NAVSTARII-l1 LOSAT-X
GEOTAIL
DUVE
GPS-l
SEDS-l
GPS-3
PMG
GPS-6
SEDS-2
Radarsat
SURFSAT-l

P91-1 Argos

0rsted

DSI

SUNS AT
SEDSAT

Mass

Orbit Altitude

(kg)

(km)

20
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
40
120
17.7
20
15.9
28.6
Not Avail.
27.2
Not AvaiL
350
52
Not Avail.
60
75
Not AvaiL
25
Not Avail.
38
55

Not Avail.
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
1476 x 1431
Not Avail.
1453 x 1447
1457 x 1438
Not Avail.
903x917
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
538x541
Not AvaiL
679 x 697
416 x 402
Not Avail.
184 x 746
192 x 850
347 x 352
1000 x 1400

60
60
38

400 x 840
"
493 x 2456
a.

The secondary payload may not intrude on the
primary payload clearance envelope. Clearance to the
payload fairing must be at least 250 mm. It shall
incorporate dedicated power, sequencing, and wiring
isolated from the primary payload. Two physical
inhibits for turn-on are required. Any new or revised
structure required to accommodate a secondary payload
shall be designed to a factor of safety of 2.0 if not
tested or 1.25 if tested.

b.

c.

d

Under a Memorandum of Agreement between NASA
and the USAF5, civil Government secondary payloads
may be launched on USAF missions, and NASA will
be the program interface for these payloads. This
process proceeds as follows:
Mission

e.

Inclination
(degrees)
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
Not Avail.
101.8
Not Avail.
101.7
101.7
Not Avail.
99
Not AvaiL
Not Avail.
97.46
Not AvaiL
98.25
40
Not Avail.
34
26
34.9
Sun
synchronous
(SS)
93

"
38.08

Launch
Date
12/13/67
01111/68
11108/68
08/09/69
01123170
09/29171
10/15172
11/15174
03/05178

10124178
10106/81
01/26183
03/01/84
07/03/91
07124192
03/30/93
06126193
03110/94
11/04/95

Late 1997
Late 1997
Mid 1998

Excess capacity is defined on a Delta mission 12
to 24 months before launch.
An informal survey is performed by NASA, with
assistance from OLS, as to who, if anyone. could
provide a secondary payload in time to launch.
NASA supplies the $2-4M for the integration
effort from a launch vehicle budget, based on the
science merits of those candidates identified.
Secondary payload provider builds the payload
with their own funding and according to mission
specific guidelines depending on available mass
margin, etc.
Secondary payload goes through documentation
and review process, delivers, is bolted on, and
launched.

T a bl e 3 : Deta
I II Second ar P av:oa
I d 0)DDortuDltIes
Envelope
Orbit
InclinDate
Mass Cost ($M)
(mm)
Altitude (km ation
Margin

Notes

(kg)

GPS IIR-4

1125 x 190

37°

TIMED 1
Jason

600

75°

-60

- 2.3

early 2000 -220

- 2.3

1999

305 x 405 x 305 6 month call up
to launch
Subject to
305 x 405 x 305
DPAF design
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NASA projects proposing to launch secondary
payloads on such missions should contact the OLS
project and provide detailed infonnation about their
proposed payload on the form provided in the Delta
Launch Vehicle Secondary Payload Planner's Guide
for NASA Missions which is available through OLS.
Contact Orbital Launch Services, Code 470, Bldg 6,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD
20771.
.

maximum of two larger holes up to 150 mm diameter
can be provided in the center diameter of the ASAP
for access from beneath two of the secondary
satellites. Bolts for mounting to the inserts would be
supplied by Arianespace (12 M6 - 16 bolts).
ASAP 5 provides slightly larger mass and volume
envelopes for auxiliary payloads than the Ariane 4.
ASAP 5 is a circular platform mounted externally to
the 2624 mm diameter bolted interface between the
vehicle equipment bay inner cone and the main
payload adapter. The platform provides an annular
surface for auxiliary payload mounting. Arianespace
provides a separation system for secondary payloads
on Ariane 5. Characteristics of the payload, adapter,
and separation system combination are:

Ariane 4 I Ariane 5
The Ariane launch vehicles provide launch
opportumtIes
for
scientists,
radio-operators,
universities and other organizations by means of an
Arianespace, Inc. developed structure called ASAP
(Ariane Structure for Auxiliary Payloads) for
mounting and deploying small satellites. These
auxiliary payloads are launched during Ariane 4 and
Ariane 5 missions dedicated to the Main Passenger(s).
The Ariane 4 has launched several auxiliary payloads
at once in a number of launches (Table 4).

:::; 100 kg I secondary
:::; 800 kg total for all combined secondaries
There can be up to 8 secondaries,
or 6 secondaries and 2 medium sized
payloads, or 4 medium sized payloads only.
Volume: 600 mm x 600 mm for the base x
800 mm height maximum

Mass:

Secondary payloads could be flown on low Earth orbit
(LEO), medium Earth orbit (MEO) , or Geostationary
transfer orbit (GTO) missions. A common LEO
mission is 550 km altitude and 28.5 0 inclination. A
common GTO mission is 620 x 35883 km altitude
and 7° inclination. If a secondary flies on the GTO
mission, it could possibly be let off in an
intermediate inclination. Either way, with a GTO
secondary payload mission, it would be most
beneficial for the mission lifetime to use propulsion
on the spacecraft to circularize the orbit

The separation system provided by Arianespace for
Ariane 5 provides an adjustable velocity between 1
and 3 meters per second. The separation clamp band
assembly is approximately 940 mm in diameter.
Specific interface information is available in the
Ariane 5 secondary payload user's manual. The push
off direction is within 5 degrees half cone with respect
to the spacecraft longitudinal axis.
Two pyro
detonators are initiated by a redundant command
which cuts the separation system structure to allow
four springs to push away the secondary payload. As
with the Ariane 4, inserts are provided on ASAP for
the adapter mounting bolt circle, and a maximum of
two larger holes up to 150 mm diameter can be
provided in the center diameter of the ASAP for
access from beneath two of the secondary satellites.

ASAP 4 is a circular platform mounted externally to
the 1920 mm diameter boIted interface between the
vehicle equipment bay inner cone and the main
payload adapter. The platform provides an annular
surface, 420 mm wide, for auxiliary payload
mounting (Figure 3). The payload adapter and
separation system must be provided by the customer.
Characteristics of the payload, adapter, and separation
system combination are:

Two separation systems will be made available for
each secondary payload; one for test and one for
flight. After separation, a residual mass of 1 kg will
remain attached to the secondary spacecraft.

:::; 50 kg I secondary
:::; 200 kg total for all combined secondaries
The maximum number of secondaries
is defined on a ca"e by case basis
Volume: 450 mm x 450 mm for the base x
450 mm height maximum
A greater height is possible on some flights
(determined on a case by case basis)

Mass:

The separation system provided by the secondary
payload for Ariane 4 must provide a relative velocity
of between 0.5 and 2 mJs. Inserts are provided on
ASAP for the adapter mounting bolt circle, and a

(Dimensions in mm)
Figure 3: ASAP 4 Mechanical Interface
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the fundamental frequency in the thrust axis must be
~ 100 Hz, and in the lateral axes, ~ 50 Hz. Both of
these are with the spacecraft and adapter hardmounted
to ASAP interface plane. The customer must meet
the load environments specified in the User's Manual
with a safety factor of 1.5. This must be proven with
an analysis file and protoflight tests. Arianespace
will provide a test plan for each individual auxiliary
payload. For qualification, sinusoidal and random
tests are mandatory. For acceptance, only random test
is mandatory.
An Application to use Ariane
(Demande d'Utilisation Ariane - DUA) must be filed
with Arianespace as a request for launch services. An
interface control
document,
safety
baseline
documents, and mission analysis documents must
also be completed as referenced in the ASAP User's
Manual.

A pyrotechnic command from the launch vehicle is
provided for separation. One umbilical link is
available for each auxiliary payload for battery trickle
One
charging up until launch minus 3 hours.
additional umbilical link is available for a
micros witch mounted on the launch vehicle side and
provided by the customer for separation status via the
launch vehicle telemetry system. Connectors are
supplied by Arianespace. The pyro devices, pyro
line, pyro continuity check, and microswitch are all
provided by the customer.
The secondary payload must not have any RF
transmission during countdown or until 2 minutes
after separation. Specific environmental conditions
must be met according to the ASAP User's Manual
for Ariane 4 6 or Ariane 57. For Ariane 4, the
fundamental frequency in the thrust axis must be ~ 50
Hz, and in the lateral axes, ~ 45 Hz. For Ariane 5,

The secondary payload is part of a launch dedicated to
a main passenger and must adapt to the main

Table 4: Ariane 4 Secondary Payload History 8
Mission
L02* (q)
L6 (p)
V22 (f)
V35 (g)
Spot 2

V44
ERS-l

V52
Topex/
Poseidon
V56
Astra-lC
V59
Spot 3

V64
Intelsat 7
V75
Helios A

*

f
g

Secondary
Payload
P3A
P3B (AO-lO)
P3C (AO-13)
UoSat 3 (UO-14)
UoSat 4 (UO-15)
Pacsat (AO-16)
Dove (DO-17)
Webersat (WO-18)
Lusat (LO-19)
UoSat 5 (UO-22)
Orbcomm-X
Tubsat
SARA
Kitsat A (KO-23)
S80/T

Mass
(kg)
92.2
90
142
45.5
47.5
13.3
12.9
16
13.8
50
22.8
38
26.6
50
50

Launch Date

Orbit Altitude

Inclination

(km)

(d~

Not Avail.
3997 x 35550
3995 x 38074
794 x 804
790 x 805
790
793

12/24/79
6/16/83
6/15/88
1122/90
"
"
"
"

"
770.9
"
"
"
1328 x 1316
1338 x 1315

Not Avail.
25.9
56.6
98.6
"
"
"
"
"
98.5
"
"
"
66.1
"

"

"
7/17/91
"
"
"
8/10/92

"

Arsene

154

elliptic

0

5/13/93

Stella
Kitsat B (KO-25)
Itamsat (10-26)
Healthsat
Eyesat A (AO-27)
PoSat 1 (PO-28)
STRV lA
STRV 1B
Cerise
UPMsat

48
48.7
11.2
43.8
12
49.3
50
53
50
47

826 x 802
823 x 800
823 x 799
821 x 797
823 x 794
822 x 800
284 x 3583
"
666 x 675
665 x 675

98.6
"
"
"

9/26/93
"
"
"
"
"
6/17/94
"
7/7/95
"

Launch failure, second ESA launch
first Ariane-4 (44LP) flight
first Ariane-4 (40) flight

q
P
V#

"
"
7.1
"
98.1
"

qualification flight
promotional flight
commercial flight
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The known secondary payloads which have been
flown or plan to fly are shoe box sized,
approximately 10 kg boxes which mount to a 4 bolt
interface pattern directly to the equipment module. In
this case, the payload would not separate. It would
stay with the Centaur stage.

passenger mISSIOn and launch operations. Once a
secondary payload has been taken into account for
flight mission analysis, it must be launched, ready or
not, or the customer must provide a representative
dummy (mass, cg). Any further constraints should be
referenced in the ASAP User's Manual.
A secondary payload user's guide is available through
Arianespace for both Ariane 4 and Ariane 5. For
more information, contact Jean-Michel Desobeau,
Arianespace Inc., 700 13th Street, N.W. Suite 230,
Washington, DC, (202) 628-3936, or Patrice Larcher,
Arianespace, Boulevard de I'Europe, B.P.l77, 91006
Evry Cedex, France, 33 (0)1 60876233.

jeconaary t'aYloaa Locanon

There will be Ariane 4 secondary payload
opportumtIes in late 1998.
Ariane 5 secondary
payload opportunities should become available in
mid-1998. Costs should be around $l-l.2M per
payload. Details can be gathered from the contact
listed above.

Figure 4: Atlas Secondary Payload
Interface

Ta ble 5 : A t Ias S econ d ary P ayloa d s
Secondary Payload
Launch Date
Mission
Late 1997
USAFAlUCCS
GOES
Payload

Four different mission concepts have been considered
by JPL
for these
microspacecraft launch
opportunities; a Magnetic Storm Predictor, Garmna
Ray Burst Finder, Comet I Asteroid Flyby, and Solar
Sail Technology Demonstration. Each of these
missions uses a Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit
(GTO) secondary payload launch, with an attached
kickstage to send them on to their deep space
trajectories. The BurstFinder mission is a pending
SMEX proposal.

* USAFA - United States Air Force Academy
UCCS - University of Colorado at Colorado Springs

Table 6: Atlas Secondary Payload
oJpportumties
Date
Mission
JED
GOES
JED
Advanced TDRS

Atlas II - Centaur

For more information, contact Scott Benson, NASA
Lewis Research Center, (216) 977-7085.

The Atlas family of four launch vehicle
configurations offers dedicated, single payload
launches from Cape Canaveral, Florida, in the range
from 1,810 kg to 3,697 kg to geosynchronous
transfer orbit. Launches will take place from
Vandenberg starting in late 1997. Lockheed Martin
Astronautics manufactures the Atlas booster and
Centaur upper stage.

Shuttle Hitchhiker
The Hitchhiker Ejection System (HES) provides for
launching a small spacecraft from the Shuttle payload
bay. The ejected payload is equipped with a user
supplied 9.375 inch marmon plate interface which is
clamped to the carrier with a clamp mechanism.
Payload and ejection system are mounted in a canister
with a motorized door which can contain an air or
inert atmosphere prior to launch. Once in orbit, with
the orbiter in the requested attitude, the clamp
mechanism is commanded to be released by the crew
firing the squibs from within the shuttle.
The
payload is ejected by the spring loaded pusher plate.
The system does not provide for rotation (spin) of the
payload prior to ejection. Orbital lifetime of ejected
objects in typical shuttle orbits is usually less than
one year.

A secondary pay load will be launched attached to the
equipment module above the Centaur upper stage.
They mount to the module in the same way as the
avionics boxes as shown in Figure 4. A study is
currently under way through Lockheed Martin to help
identify the possibility and availability of future
launches of secondary payloads on this launch
vehicle. A special mounting shelf is also being
studied to increase the possibility of deploying the
secondary payload.
The most promising future
missions with expected mass margin for secondary
payloads are the NASA missions; specifically GOES
and Advanced TDRS.

The orbiter altitude is generally in the range of 185400 km, and its inclination is between 28° and 57°.
The STS has flown several GAS and Hitchhiker
8
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(HHG-730-1503-07)9.
The spacecraft must be
designed to avoid contact with the canister under
launch loads or during ejection. The spacecraft design
must satisfy shuttle safety requirements for a landing
in the shuttle with the canister door open.

payloads in the past, but only a small number of
these secondary payloads have been ejected as freeflyers.
Table 7 shows the launch history of
Hitchhiker ejected payloads.
The mechanical interface consists of an ejection
mechanism within the hitchhiker canister, with a
marmon band and 2 squibs (Figure 5). The secondary
spacecraft interfaces to the marmon clamp on a pusher
plate, with a special marmon plate interface built on
to the spacecraft by the customer. An overview of
the Hitchhiker Ejection System characteristics is
given below.

Spacecraft which have appendages which deploy or
other hazardous function which occurs after ejection
must provide adequate safety inhibits to prevent
premature activation. Ejection attitude must be such
that there is no possibility of collision with the
shuttle during the portion of the mission following
ejection.

Hitchhiker
Mass:
Volume:
CG:

Eject Velocity:

Table 7: Space Shuttle Hitchhiker Payload
History (Only Hitchhiker Ejection System
Payloads are Shown)lO

68 kg maximum
520 mm maximum height
480 mm maximum diameter
12.7 mm maximum
from canister centerline
260 mm maximum
from separation plane
0.6 to 1.2 mls

Mission
STS-17 (5IB)
STS-22 (61A)
STS-52
STS-60

Secondary Payload

Launch
Date

NUSAT,
GLOMR(failure)
GLOMR(reflight)
TPCE-02, ASP,
LAGEOS-2
CAPL, GBA-06,
ODERACS-IR,
BREMSAT

4129/85

Not
Avail.
10122/92
2/3/94

TYPICAL SATELLITE

Table 8: Shuttle
Hitchhiker
Payload
Manifest (Only Hitchhiker Ejection System
Payloads are Shown)lo
Secondary Payload
MIGHTYSAT-l,
AWCS/AMTEC,
SAC-A
MINERVA·l
TBM
PANSAT
TBM
SIMPLESAT
TBM
MIGHTYSAT-2
TBM
* TBM - To Be Marufested
Mission
STS-88

COVER
INSULATION
PUSHER PLATE
SQUIB (2)
CANISTER

b-,....,.......

~-- MARMON BAND

~§~~~~~_
L

EJECTION
MECHANISM

INSULATING
END CAP

Launch Date
12/4/97

-

As seen in Table 8, many of these canisters are
backlogged, and there are currently four Hitchhiker
Ejection Systems that are on a waiting list for shuttle
scheduling. For more information, contact Shuttle
Small Payloads Project, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771-0001, (301) 286-8799 or
Hitchhiker/GAS
Programs
Office,
NASA
Headquarters, Code MO, Washington, DC 205460001, (202) 358-4423, A user's guide is available
through the Shuttle Small Payloads Project office.

Figure 5: Hitchhiker Payload Volume
The user must provide means for lifting the secondary
spacecraft during installation on to the clamp
assembly. Following installation of the payload arxi
launcher into the canister, only the top of the payload
will be accessible through the open door for
servicing. There is no electrical power or signal
connection to the secondary spacecraft.
Vibration and shock environment is the same as that
listed in the NASA Hitchhiker Customer
Accommodations and Requirements Specifications
9
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Pee as us I Taurus
The Pegasus and Pegasus XL are air launched (via a
mo?ified Lockheed L-IO 11 aircraft), three stage, all
solId propellant, three-axis stabilized launch vehicles.
The~ are .a small class vehicle, manufactured by
OrbItal SCIences Corporation. The Pegasus will be
phased out soon in favor of the Pegasus XL.
The Pegasus XL is the extended version of the
original Pegasus and can place 200 to 500 kg of
payload into low Earth orbit. The launch aircraft is
flown to a predetermined site, with acceptable range
requirements. The aircraft climbs to 38,000 feet, and
the Pegasus XL is launched from the aircraft belly.
Pegasus XL goes through an initial unpowered decent
at about 60 feet per second. while the first stage arms
and prepares for ignition.
Forward velocity of
Pegasus is the same as that of the aircraft or
approximately Mach 0.8. After 5 seconds of fr~fall
the first stage solid rocket motor fires and bums abou~
71 seconds. The 22 foot delta shaped wing on the
Pegasus produces lift, and the launch vehicle begins a
2.5 g-force pull-up.

Figure 6: GPS-CLIM Secondary Payload
Satellites
GPS-CLIM consists of a constellation of 6 GPS
occultation microsats in 2 complementary orbital
planes with two separate launches. At 9.7 kg and
30x42x14 cm, the "CLIMsats" are sufficiently small
that 3 of them will fit together in the space available
for secondary payloads on the Pegasus, Taurus, or
Delta II. Secondary payloads have the appeal of
requiring only the cost of launch vehicle integration
and related testing and certification, rather than a
portion of the launch vehicle cost itself. This is
distinct from a shared launch in which all payloads
cover a portion of the launch vehicle cost.

The second stage Hercules solid rocket motor ignites
1 minute 35 seconds into the flight at 37 miles
a~titude.
After 2 minutes, the payload fairing is
ejected. The second stage flies to an altitude of
approximately 129 miles. At the mission target
altitude, the Hercules third stage motor ignites and
bums for 1 minute and 6 seconds to place the payload
into orbit.

The carrier structure remains attached to the third
stage and support an upper primary payload with
OSC standard Pegasus interfaces. OSC provides the
separation systems for each secondary payload to be
deployed 11. This assures compatible and consistent
deployment performance with all users, eliminates
non-recurring effort involved with spacecraft provided
systems, and allows the payload user to focus on the
spacecraft's mission objectives.

There have been at least two proposed configurations
for secondary payloads on the Pegasus and Pegasus
XL. These are the multiple secondary payload carrier
concept and a single secondary payload concept.
Proposed designs for these configurations are
described below, but none have been implemented or
proven at this time. Details of the interfaces for
secondary payloads that have flown on Pegasus (Table
9) were not available to this author.

Single Secondary Payload
A single secondary payload could also be carned
within the 38 inch to 23 inch diameter payload
adapter fitting on Pegasus (Figure 7). The secondary
payload interfaces to a honeycomb aluminum plate
which is mounted over the Reaction Control System
(RCS) tank in the avionics section. This tank could
be one central RCS tank or two RCS bottles
mounted along the sides of the avionics section,
depending on the Pegasus mission requirements. The
two tank configuration is shown in Figure 7. The
interface details for this configuration would likely
match those of the multiple secondary payload
concept, but have not been specified. This was the
proposed launch configuration for ASUSat 1 on a
Pegasus, but this microsatellite will now possibly
launch on a Taurus.

Multiple Secondary Payload Carrier
This conceptual configuration would fit between the
Pegasus avionics section and the primary payload as
the load-bearing structure. It would be flexible in that
it coul.d launch from 1 to 4 secondary payloads
dependmg on their size. This configuration was
proposed for the GPS-CLIM microsatellite mission
(Figure 6) in response to the Earth System Science
Pathfinder Announcement of Opportunity (1997).
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battery charging and test access via umbilical up to
two hours prior to L-1011 aircraft takeoff, and access
to launch site electrical service panel connector with
five pairs of 22 AWG; pin assignments are payload
specific (there would likely be no access to the single
payload in the adapter cone section).

For both secondary payload configurations, the nonexplosive, low-cost, low-weight separation system
would be derived from the flight-proven separation
system used on ORBCOMM and Microlab. OSC
would pre-install the separation system on the camer
structure. The payload supplier would bolt the
payload onto the spacecraft mounting adapter.

Taurus
The secondary spacecraft mounting adapter would
incorporate portions of the separation system atxl.
remain permanently attached to the spacecraft upon
deployment. Interface provisions would include a
zero-force, low tip-off, umbilical connector at the
separation interface. Umbilical cables from each of
the secondary payloads would be routed to a common
connector panel at the Pegasus third stage, where
connections for ground testing and battery charging
could be made. Each secondary payload would be
provided electrical services including separation
initiation and sensing through the umbilical
connector. Deployment of the secondary payloads
would follow that of the primary payload and includes
required attitude adjustments before each separation
event.

The Taurus launch vehicle was developed for the Air
Force as a quick set up launch vehicle requiring a
small ground crew. A version of this vehicle has
launched once, and a concept does exist for future
secondary payload envelopes. The possible secondary
payload volume is shown in Figure 8. Interface
details for this configuration would likely match

FAIRING ADAPTER CONE
AVIONICS SKIRT

AVIONICS SHELF

DPAF CYUNDER
(FLEXIBLE LENGTH)

38.81 INTERFACE
/
iI~:-;=::::Il~\(NON.SEPAAABLE
2 PLACES)

.....1i1.1~!=ls;::JF~

AFT PAYLOAD CONE
SECONDARY PAYLOAD
ENVELOPE

(Dimensions in Inches)
Figure 8: Taurus Secondary Payload
Envelope

AVIONICS
STAUCruAE

SINGLEACS
TANK

those of the multiple secondary payload camer
concept on the Pegasus, but have not been specified
at this time.

Dimensions in Inches (mm)
Figure 7: Single Secondary Payload
Configuration for Pegasus

Pegasus and Taurus secondary payloads must have a
preliminary first mode (fixed base) of 50 Hz or greater
to prevent detrimental dynamic coupling with the
carrier structure and to satisfy the 20 Hz stack mode
requirement for the entire Pegasus payload stack. The
secondary payload must not interfere with the primary
payload in any way. All secondary payloads must be
unpowered and dormant prior to separation from the
launch vehicle.

The Pegasus electrical payload interface would consist
of a camer aircraft pass-through, discrete commands,
talkbacks and serial communication with the flight
computer, and 5 amp175 msec pyrotechnic pulses
from the pyrotechnic driver unit. These services are
standard Pegasus capabilities, and the primary payload
would have first priority for their use.

Currently, there is no secondary payload user's guide
available for either Pegasus or Taurus. For more
information, contact Cary Pao, Orbital Sciences
Corporation, 21700 Atlantic Boulevard, Dulles, VA
20166.

Several standard services can be made available for the
secondary payloads.
These include a separation
command from the pyrotechnic driver unit, a
separation sensor for payload timing and computer
activation via the break wire, positive indication of
payload separation via Pegasus telemetry, ground
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Mission
Pegsat (Pegasus)
SCD-l (Pegasus)
Alexis (Pegasus)

Mission

T a bl e 9 : P e asus s econ d ary P ayJoa d H'Istory
Secondary
Inclination
Mass
Orbit
(degrees)
Pavload
(kg)
Altitude (km)
Not Available
SECS
25
Not Available
OXP-l
24.97
13.6
722 x 787
OXP-2
13.6
737 x 841
69.9

T a bl e 10 : T aurus s econ d ary P ayJoa d 0'DDortunl les
Envelope
Orbit InclinDate
Mass (kg) Cost ($M)
(mm)
Altitude ation

Launch Date
04/05/90
02/09/93
04/25193

Notes

(km)

Kompsat
[Taurus)
Taurus

685

98.1°

500

97.3°

Jun.-99

1300 diam x 1300 10:50 am nodal
crossing
1270 diam x 2032 Massi Envelope
depend on
or 1397 diam x
configuration
685-863

-6

- 180

1st quarter 116 or 287
2000

-6

with the launch vehicle provider and the primary and
dual spacecraft providers.

HII I HIlA

Two secondary payloads have been launched on the
HII in the past. There are only four more HII
launchers in existence to be launched between now
and 1999. None of the four HII's have any additional
margin for a secondary payload.
The HIlA is
scheduled to take over from the year 2000 on. One
secondary payload is scheduled for the first HIlA
launch. Future launches do not yet have well defined
mass margins to detenrnne the possibility of a
secondary payload.

A close-up view of the payload envelope and volume
is given in Figure 9. The secondary payload is
connected with a clamp band. The circumferential
tension load with this clamp band on is 950 ± 30
kgf. A spring is used for separating the secondary
payload. The limit load at the tip of this spring is 40
kgf. If a separation confirmation switch is desired, it
must be provided by the secondary payload provider.
Axis (Longitudinal)
Direction

,

The National Space Development Agency of Japan
publishes a secondary payload user's guide called The
Interface Conditions for Piggyback Spacecraft
Onboard the HIlA Launch Vehicle 12 • This guide
should be consulted for more detailed information and
mission planning. It is available through the contact
listed at the end of this section. The prerequisite for a
secondary payload is that it does not interfere at all
with the primary payload or payloads. Specifications
for secondary payloads on the HIIA13 are:

4UfU

Main

I

1.,.<-_ _ _ _ _ _........:.~:...:fU-'-U_ Payload,

I

8'"

g..!'-tfl~~f3~~

Separating
payload
Plane

50 kg maximum
500 x 500 x 500 mm max
Marmon band
(Standard diameter - 22.5 cm)
Fairing:
4S, 5S, 4/4, 4/5
Primary Adapter: 42° type or 4/4 D type
Primary Separating
Section:
1194 M
(This is standard; others would be special cases)

Mass:
Volume:
Interface:

t-alnng r=--....fIIF.~~--~:------------j.-.L.
Separating
Plane

(Dimensions in mm)
Figure 9: HII I HIlA Mechanical Envelope
The mating procedure for the HIlA is as follows:
- Mate primary payload and PAF
- Mate primary payload with PAF to adapter
- Mate secondary payload to its PAF
- Mount secondary payload with PAF to adapter

The secondary payload is injected in an identical orbit
to the primary payload for the 4S and 5S shroud
configurations.
tn the 4/4 and 4/5 shroud
configurations (which launch dual payloads), it could
be possible to inject the secondary payload into either
of the dual payload orbits. This must be worked out
12
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battery charging and test access via umbilical up to
two hours prior to L-1011 aircraft takeoff, and access
to launch site electrical service panel connector with
five pairs of 22 A WG; pin assignments are payload
specific (there would likely be no access to the single
payload in the adapter cone section).

For both secondary payload configurations, the nonexplosive, low-cost, low-weight separation system
would be derived from the flight-proven separation
system used on ORBCOMM and Microlab. OSC
would pre-install the separation system on the carrier
structure. The payload supplier would bolt the
payload onto the spacecraft mounting adapter.

Taurus
The secondary spacecraft mounting adapter would
incorporate portions of the separation system and
remain permanently attached to the spacecraft upon
deployment. Interface provisions would include a
zero-force, low tip-off, umbilical connector at the
separation interface. Umbilical cables from each of
the secondary payloads would be routed to a common
connector panel at the Pegasus third stage, where
connections for ground testing and battery charging
could be made. Each secondary payload would be
provided electrical services including separation
initiation and sensing through the umbilical
connector. Deployment of the secondary payloads
would follow that of the primary payload and includes
required attitude adjustments before each separation
event.

The Taurus launch vehicle was developed for the Air
Force as a quick set up launch vehicle requiring a
small ground crew. A version of this vehicle has
launched once, and a concept does exist for future
secondary payload envelopes. The possible secondary
payload volume is shown in Figure 8. Interface
details for this configuration would likely match

FAIRING ADAPTER CONE

DPAF CYUNDER
(FLEXIBLE LENGTH)

I

38.81 INTERFACE
iI~:-;=~~«(NON-SEPARABLE 2 PLACES)

~~~~~~~

AVIONICS SHELF"'"
AUAJ-'lt:.H

FORWARD
PAYLOAD CONE

SECONDARY PAYLOAD
ENVELOPE

CONE

(Dimensions in Inches)
Figure 8: Taurus Secondary Payload
Envelope

AVIONICS
STRUCTURE

SINGLERCS
TANK

those of the multiple secondary payload carrier
concept on the Pegasus, but have not been specified
at this time.

1---------,(;1~~~)--------~

Dimensions in Inches (mm)
Figure 7: Single Secondary Payload
Configuration for Pegasus

Pegasus and Taurus secondary payloads must have a
preliminary first mode (fixed base) of 50 Hz or greater
to prevent detrimental dynamic coupling with the
carrier structure and to satisfy the 20 Hz stack mode
requirement for the entire Pegasus payload stack. The
secondary payload must not interfere with the primary
payload in any way. All secondary payloads must be
unpowered and dormant prior to separation from the
launch vehicle.

The Pegasus electrical payload interface would consist
of a carrier aircraft pass-through, discrete commands,
talkbacks and serial communication with the flight
computer, and 5 ampl7 5 msec pyrotechnic pulses
from the pyrotechnic driver unit. These services are
standard Pegasus capabilities, and the primary payload
would have first priority for their use.

Currently, there is no secondary payload user's guide
available for either Pegasus or Taurus. For more
information, contact Cary Pao, Orbital Sciences
Corporation, 21700 Atlantic Boulevard, Dulles, VA
20166.

Several standard services can be made available for the
secondary payloads.
These include a separation
command from the pyrotechnic driver unit, a
separation sensor for payload timing and computer
activation via the break wire, positive indication of
payload separation via Pegasus telemetry, ground
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Mission
Pegsat (Pegasus)
SCD-l (Pegasus)
Alexis (Pegasus)

Mission

T a hi e 9 : P e asus s econ d ary P ayloa d UOIstory
Inclination
Secondary
Mass
Orbit
(degrees)
Payload
(kg)
Altitude (km)
Not Available
SECS
25
Not Available
24.97
OXP-l
13.6
722 x 787
OXP-2
69.9
13.6
737 x 841

T a hi e 10 : T aurus s econ d ary P ayloa d 0'ppor t unlTles
Envelope
Orbit InclinDate
Mass (kg) Cost ($M)
(mm)
Altitude ation

Launch Date
04/05/90
02/09/93
04125193

Notes

(km)

Kompsat
(Taurus)
Taurus

685

98.1°

500

97.3°

Jun.-99

1300 diam x 1300 10:50 am nodal
crossing
1270 diam x 2032 Massi Envelope
depend on
or 1397 diam x
configuration
685-863

-6

- 180

1st quarter 116 or 287
2000

-6

with the launch vehicle provider and the primary and
dual spacecraft providers.

UII I UIIA
Two secondary payloads have been launched on the
HII in the past. There are only four more HII
launchers in existence to be launched between now
and 1999. None of the four HII's have any additional
margin for a secondary payload.
The HIlA is
scheduled to take over from the year 2000 on. One
secondary payload is scheduled for the first HIlA
launch. Future launches do not yet have well defined
mass margins to detennine the possibility of a
secondary payload.

A close-up view of the payload envelope and volume
is given in Figure 9. The secondary payload is
connected with a clamp band. The circumferential
tension load with this clamp band on is 950 ± 30
kgf. A spring is used for separating the secondary
payload. The limit load at the tip of this spring is 40
kgf. If a separation confirmation switch is desired, it
must be provided by the secondary payload provider.
Axis (Longitudinal)
Direction

,

The National Space Development Agency of Japan
publishes a secondary payload user's guide called The
Interface Conditions for Piggyback Spacecraft
Onboard the HIlA Launch Vehicle 12 • This guide
should be consulted for more detailed information and
mission planning. It is available through the contact
listed at the end of this section. The prerequisite for a
secondary payload is that it does not interfere at all
with the primary payload or payloads. Specifications
for secondary payloads on the HIIA l3 are:

4U/U

"airing ( I ype 4::;)

"

b'-_ _ _ _ _ _---=-~:...:/UU:::........

I

Main
Payload,

I

8'"

g..!'-ttl~~f3~~

Separating
t-'ayloaa
Plane

50 kg maximum
500 x 500 x 500 mm max
Marmon band
(Standard diameter - 22.5 cm)
Fairing:
4S, 5S, 4/4, 4/5
Primary Adapter: 42° type or 4/4 D type
Primary Separating
Section:
1194 M
(This is standard; others would be special cases)

Mass:
Volume:
Interface:

;:~~~ti·~ng::------tIJil!;·~----':~--------t----..!...Plane

(Dimensions in mm)
Figure 9: UII I UIIA Mechanical Envelope
The mating procedure for the HIlA is as follows:
- Mate primary payload and PAF
- Mate primary payload with PAF to adapter
- Mate secondary payload to its PAF
- Mount secondary payload with PAF to adapter

The secondary payload is injected in an identical orbit
to the primary payload for the 4S and 5S shroud
configurations.
In the 4/4 and 4/5 shroud
configurations (which launch dual payloads), it could
be possible to inject the secondary payload into either
of the dual payload orbits. This must be worked out
12
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Mission
ADEOS
Artemis

I d H"IS t ory
T a bl e 11 : HII I HIlA S econd ary PaYloa
Orbit Altitude Inclination Launch Date
Secondary
Mass
(kg)
(degrees)
(km)
Payload
JAS-2
Dash

50
Not AvaiL

797
Not AvaiL

The Molniya is a four stage launch vehicle. The first
stage consists of four modules; each equipped with a
four-chamber engine and two vernier engines. 'The
second stage is the central core module with a fourchamber engine and four vernier engines. The third
stage is a single four-chamber engine, and the fourth
stage is a module with a one-chamber engine in the
gimbal suspension. All engines use Kerosene as the
propellant and LOX as the oxidizer.

If battery charge and monitoring is necessary,
charging equipment and cables can be brought to the
'The
launcher preparation and assembly building.
charging cable is then connected to the charging
connector for this purpose. Final battery charge and
monitoring is completed 15 hours before launch. The
payload is not accessible after final close-out (10
hours before launch).

Molniya launches from both Baiknor and Plesetsk
Space Launch Sites. The first and second stage
engines ignite simultaneously at liftoff. The second
stage continues after four strap-on modules release.
The third stage then provides injection into the
parking orbit with the following parameters:
Min Altitude:
Max Altitude:
Inclination:

The payload mass properties required by the launch
provider are the exact mass, cg, inertial efficiency, and
The fundamental
deployed product of inertia.
frequency must be greater than 30 Hz longitudinal and
10Hz lateral assuming a fixed base at the separation
interface.

200 - 250 km
400 700 km
51.8° or 64.8° (Baiknor)
62.8° or 72.8° (Plesetsk)

The payload fairing is released at 85 km altitude and
2025 mls after 160-170 seconds of flight. Once in
the parking orbit, the upper stage performs
unpowered, stabilized flight in a three-axis stabilized
mode. The accuracy on all three axes is ±O.50 • This
unpowered flight lasts from 50 - 60 minutes. It is at
this time that a secondary payload, attached to the
primary payload, could be deployed into this parking
orbit.

Table 12: HII / HIlA Secondary Payload
Opportunities
Mission

8/17/96
Early 2000
Molniya

The secondary payload is separated from the launch
vehicle after the primary payload separation. 'There
are no command or telemetry signals between the
secondary payload and the launch vehicle. There is
also no RF emission from the secondary payload
until after its deployment. There is no umbilical
interface to the secondary payload from the launch
If a battery charge is needed, a test
facilities.
connector for charging can be used which is near the
fairing door.

DRTS-W
MIDS-l
DRTS-E
USERS
HOPE-X
HTV
ALOS
ETS-Vm

98.6
Not AvaiL

Date
mid 2000
early 2001

The upper stage then fires its engine at a planned
time, and sends the primary payload to its operational
orbit. When the desired velocity is reached, the
engine is cut off, and in 8 ± 1 seconds, the primary
spacecraft is released from the upper stage. At this
point, a secondary payload stored in a special
container within the fuel tank cluster can be released
into the highly elliptic orbit with an apogee range of
40,000 - 700,000 km. The upper stage is then spun
up and deflected from the direction of spacecraft
separation.

early 2001
mid 2001
early 2002
mid 2002

A secondary payload user's guide is available through
NASDA. For more information, contact Mr. Hideshi
Kagawa, Planning and Managing Department,
National Space Development Agency (NASDA) of
Japan, 21F, Worle! Trade Center Building, 2-4-1
Hamamatsu-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-60, +81-35401-8528.

The fourth stage and payload faring are manufactured
by Lavochkin Association, which is the same
company that also manufactures several of the
primary payloads launched by Molniya.
This
company will work with any interested secondary
13
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Primary
Payload
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Payload
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(Dimensions in mm)
Figure 10: Molniya Mechanical Interface I Block L Configuration14
secondary payload. The adapter must provide a
fundamental frequency greater than 40 Hz.

payload to came up with the best possible interface
and ejection system for the secondary payload's
mlSSlon.
This includes either attaching the
secondary payload to the primary spacecraft for
separation into the parking orbit, or attaching the
payload into a special canister mounted within the
upper stage fuel tank cluster. The upper stage unit of
the Molniya rocket is shown in Figure 10. This
upper stage provides the transfer from parking orbit to
operational orbit. It contains the main rocket module
and the payload adapter. The rocket module includes
the fuel tank cluster and the propUlsion subsystem.

The secondary payload canister is thermally insulated
around its exterior to keep out the cold from the LOX
tanks.
It has a roller assembly for during
deployment. Details of this design must be wod<ed
out on a case by case basis with Lavochkin
Association. They will build the mechanical interface
and separation system.
A set of mechanical deployment verification switches
would be placed on the launch vehicle side of the
interface. Any verification on the secondary payload
side would need to be provided by the secondary
payload. The secondary payload separation system
provides a separation relative velocity of 1.5 to 1.8 ±
0.4 mls. Electrical connection can be made with the
secondary payload at the launch pad with a drag on
umbilical cable.
The secondary payload RF
transmitters and receivers shall be turned off during
launch. Other safety concerns and documentation
should be dealt with through the contact for this
launch vehicle.

The fuel tank structure represents the upper stage load
carrying structure. It serves as the propulsion system
attachment and accommodation of the power supply
and RF telemetry units. The structure consists of
two torus tanks (oxidizer and fuel) connected to a
common structure by a cylindrical shell and four
trusses.
There are four different modifications to the upper
stage, which give four different secondary payload
volumes within the fuel tank structure as shown in
Figure 10. The "Block L" configuration is the only
currently existing version, but the others could be
easily manufactured for a given mission.
The
primary spacecraft is mated to the launch vehicle by
the payload adapter. This adapter is defined on a case
by case basis. In a case where a secondary payload
will be placed within the fuel tank structure, the
secondary payload adapter is specially designed for the

The most likely future secondary payload launch
possibilities are with military or science primary
missions, which occur approximately 2 to 3 times
per year. Payloads could weigh from 50 to 250 kg
depending on the mission, and the cost would be on
the order of $500k.
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Table 13: Most Recent Molniya Secondary Payloads
Mission
Interball-l
IRS-IC
Prognoz 2M
Prognoz 2M

Secondary
Payload
Magion-4
Skipper
MUSAT-I
Magion-5

Mass

Orbit Altitude
(km)

Inclination
(degrees)

Launch Date

(kg)

50
257
32
58

192,000 x 776
804 x 813
245 x 1200
245 x 1200

63
98.6
62.8
62.8

08/02/95
12/28/95
08/29/96
08/29/96

A general specification on each Molniya launch
vehicle exists, but no secondary payload user's guide
has been published.
For more information on
Molniya, contact Alexander Eremenko, 4800 Oak
Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109-8099, (818) 3541070 and Andrei Yu. Danilytchev, Lavochkin
Association Foreign Trade Department, Commercial
office Chief, Russia, 141400, Moscow ObI. Khimki2"
Leningradskava
24,
(095)
575-5248,
dan@mouse.berc.rssLru.

suborbital tests and in reentry tests where the payload
orbits one or more times, reenters, and a reentry
capsule is subsequently recovered.
Cosmos employs two methods of carrying secondary
payloads. On missions co-manifested with a Russian
Military payload, the secondary spacecraft is mounted
to the top of the spacecraft. In this case, the secondary
spacecraft is limited to a weight of 35 kg. If a
mission is shared with a commercial payload, the
secondary spacecraft is mounted in the "bucket", an
area under the primary spacecraft separation plane
inside the spacecraft mounting adapter.

Proton
Proton offers two structurally stable, flight-proven
configurations known as the D-l and D-l-e, with
three and four stages respectively, and is capable of
launching over 4,800 kg to geosynchronous transfer
orbit. Proton's first three stages are built at the
Khrunichev State Research and Production Space
Center near Moscow, and the fourth stage is produced
by the RSC Energia organization also in Moscow.
Proton launches from Baiknor Cosmodrome in the
Republic of Kazakhstan.

Cosmos has launched 3 commercial secondary
payloads, all successfully. These include ASTRID
for the Swedish Space Corporation in 1995,
FAISAT-l for Final Analysis. Incorporated in 1995.
and UNEMSAT for Mexico in 1996. The TUBSAT1 for the German aerospace establishment DLR and
the Technical University of Berlin is scheduled to be
launched as a secondary payload in late 1997 or early
1998.
The following Cosmos missions are potential shared
mISSIOn opportunities for secondary payloads;
Quickbird-l for Earthwatch. Inc. in September 1998,
Abrixas for Germany in January 1999. and Champ for
Germany in July 1999.

Only a few secondary payloads have been launched by
Proton on a case by case basis. A study is currently
under way to identify the possibility and availability
of future launches of secondary payloads on this
launch vehicle. For more information on Proton
opportunities, contact Rich Waterman, International
Launch Services, rich.waterman@lmco.com.

Cosmos USA is currently negotiating several
additional primary missions which could yield shared
mission opportunities. Cosmos' secondary missions
are usually priced between $700k and $2M, depending
on secondary spacecraft size and mission support
requirements. Cosmos' launch services are marketed
outside the former Soviet Union through the joint
venture partnership Cosmos USA. The contact is:
Larry Foor, Assured Space Access, Incorporated, 301
East Chilton Drive, Chandler, AZ 85225, (800) 7391843, ASAISL8@AOL.COM.

Cosmos
The Cosmos SL8 launch vehicle has been flying for
over 30 years. During that period, it has been
launched over 736 limes with a mission success rate
in excess of 97,4%. Over the past 10 years, it has
flown 236 times with 99.6% success.
Cosmos is a two-stage liquid rocket used primarily
for inserting small payloads (<1500 kg) into highinclination Low Earth Orbit. It has been used
extensively over the years to insert constellations of
small satellites into orbit Many of these missions
have featured deployment of eight satellites from one
launch vehicle. Cosmos has also been used in
15
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11. Microsat Secondary Payload Carrier (MSPaC),
Interim Design Review Viewgraph Presentation,
Orbital Sciences Corporation, February 21,
1996.
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